
GAME RULES



Starting the game
Choose the most honest person as the dealer. They 
get the turn token and can start first. Whoever has 
the token goes first in all aspects of the game.

Each player now chooses  
one body (starting with  
the player with the token)  
from the body pile and  
flips it over. This is the  
start of your creature!

Again, starting with the player with the token, the 
dealer deals out three Body Part cards to each player. 

Starting with the player with the turn token  
(you get the idea), attach one body part  
to your creature.

Pass the turn token  
to the next player  
(to the left) and begin  
the first turn.

Turn overview
There are five phases to each turn: 

1. Deal cards
2. Build (use Body Part cards)
3. Mutate (use Mutate cards)
4. Battle (use Battle cards)
5. Clean up and pass the turn token

1. Deal cards
At the beginning of every turn each player receives 
one card from each of the Body Part, Mutate and 
Battle card piles starting with the player with the turn 
token. These cards are used during different phases 
of the turn so it is a good  
idea to keep them  
in their separate  
piles.

Game components
•	 16 bodies (triangles)
•	 1 turn token (penny)
•	 Body Part deck (52 cards)
•	 Mutate deck (48 cards)
•	 Battle deck (50 cards)

WINNING THE GAME
To win the game you need to be the first to create 
a creature with four bodies and six body parts and 
have it survive through to the end of the turn.* Each 
of the outer bodies must have an attached color-
coordinated body part.

Standard game

Extended game

Colors of the  
body part  
match the body

Colors of the  
body part  
match the body

Body pile

Building 
your creature

* Two or more players may create a winning creature in the same 
turn. Whoever created their creature first wins.



2. A player may trade Body Part cards in their hand 
for a new body if all of the available spots on their 
creature are filled. The number of Body Part cards 
required is:

•	 Three Body Part cards if all of the bodies on  
the creature have at least one matching  
color-coordinated body part

•	 Six Body Part cards otherwise 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 The new body is attached to the existing creature 
in place of one of the body parts. The displaced 
body part is attached to the new body. The player 
chooses where the body will attach but once 
attached the body cannot be moved later. The 
Body Part cards used to buy the body are placed  
in the Body Part discard pile.

3. A player can pass.

2. build phase
Starting with the player with the turn token, each 
player can do one of three things:

1. A player may attach a Body Part card to an empty 
spot on their creature. Each body part has certain 
values that can be Attack, Defense or a special 
property. These affect the Battle phase.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
IMPORTANT! 
If a body part is color-coordinated (same color) to 
the body it is attached to, it automatically gets a 
bonus of +1 Attack and +1 Defense (Fake Tails do 
not get this bonus but instead allow the creature 
to evade two attacks instead of one). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tentacles are: 
+3 Attack 
But here they are 
the same color as 
the body and get the 
bonus to become: 
 +4 Attack 
+1 Defense

Fake Tail is the same 
color as the body 
so it can be used to 
evade two attacks 
instead of just one.

The Claw is not the same color as the 
body and so there are no changes to 
its statistics.

Eye is the same 
color as body so 
only 3 Body Part 
cards required 
for new body

No body parts 
match the color of 
the body so 6  
Body Part cards  
are required

The body 
displaces 

a body part

BEFORE
AFTER



3. Mutate Phase
Starting with the player with the turn token, each 
player can do one of two things:

1. A player can use a Mutate card to alter their 
creature, the creature of an opponent or affect 
body parts on the creatures. Mutate cards that 
affect body parts affect ALL players’ body parts. 
So if you play a MURKY WATER card that makes 
Eyes useless this turn and you have an Eye, your 
Eye is useless as well.

2. A player can pass.

4. Battle phase
Before starting this phase, each player adds up their 
Attack and Defense values and writes them on their 
Battle Statistics pad for all players to see.

Starting with the player with the turn token, each 
player can do one of two things:

1. A player can attack another player that has not 
been attacked this turn. It might occur that not 
every player will be able to attack each turn.

2. A player can pass.

Attacking an opponent
1. The attacking player’s Attack is put against  

the defending player’s Defense.
2. The attacking player can play a Battle card which 

is discarded to the Battle card pile.
3. The defending player can play a Battle card which 

is discarded to the Battle card pile.
4. After the effects of the Battle cards (if there are 

any), determine the final results of the battle.
5.  The loser gets to protect one of their cards (their 

choice of any of their Mutate or Battle cards).
6. The victor gets to take the difference in Mutate 

or Battle cards from the rest of the loser’s hand 
(up to as many as they have). Body Part cards are 
NEVER taken. 
 

Example of a battle
1. Emma attacks Samuel. Emma has an Attack value 

of 6, Samuel has a Defense value of 2: 6 to 2
2. Emma chooses not to play a Battle Card. No values 

change. Still 6 to 2
3. Samuel chooses to play the FLU/COLD Battle card. 

This causes Emma to lose 2 points to her Attack 
value (-1 Defense to all eyes, snouts and whiskers; 
Emma has an eye and a snout).  
6 - 2 = 4 

4. With the changes it is now 4 to 2 and Emma wins 
the battle by 2 points. Samuel chooses a card 
to protect from the Mutate and Battle cards and 
allows Emma to take two cards randomly from 
the rest. This does not include Body Part cards.

Emma
Attack / defense

Eye   (+3) +4 *        (+2) +3 *
Tail   +1      +2
Snout  +1      +1

Total  +6      +6

* color-coordinated gets  
+1 Attack and +1 Defense

Samuel
Attack / defense
    +3 / 0           +1      Glow Thing
       +3                  0      Tentacles
        +3                +1      Claw

    +9 /+6           +2      Total

FLu/cold 
-1 Attack 

-1 Defense 

Affects eyes, snouts, whiskers

Samuel plays the card so the 
-1 Attack is used to affect 

Emma’s eye and snout (-2)

Attack / defense
       4                3      
       3                 5      
        6                4       
        8                6       

Turns



5. Clean up phase
Starting with the player with the turn token, each 
player can do one (or more) of two things:

1. A player can exchange three Mutate or three 
Battle cards for one Body Part card. Multiple 
exchanges can be made. A mix of Mutate and 
Battle cards will not work — it always requires 
three of the same type of card. The cards used  
are placed in their discard pile. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. A player can pass.

End of THE turn
Pass the turn token to the player to the left (play is 
clockwise), flip over any affected body parts on the 
creatures and begin the next turn.

SPECIAL NOTE WHEN STEALING CARDS
If the loser has no cards, excluding the protected card, 
the winner can take half the difference rounded down 
from the Mutate or Battle card piles (they can choose 
the number of each if more than one).

Using battle cards
Battle card effects are always positive for the player 
who plays the card!  
So in the event that the Battle card shows a negative 
to both Attack and Defense, depending on the player’s 
status, only the value that would benefit them will be 
used. 

Battle cards affect all of the body parts on a creature! 
If you use a card that has a negative effect on claws 
and your opponent has three claws, the effect is 
tripled!  The card can also affect multiple body parts.

   X  Y
  7 AtT         2 Def
X won the battle by 5 but their opponent 
had only one card and they protected it.

5 / 2 = 2.5                              2
So X gets two cards from the Mutate or 
Battle card piles and chooses one of each.

rounded down is

This card has two negative 
values. 

So if you are DEFENDING 
you would apply the  
-3 Attack to your opponent.

But if you are ATTACKING 
you would apply the  
-2 Defense to your opponent.

This card has a -2 Attack to 
four different body parts.

So if the opponent has all 
four of them they would get 
a -7 to their attack value!

Claw, stinger and tentacles 
all get -2 Attack and 
whiskers gets a -1 Attack.                       



Glow Things
The Attack value for a Glow Thing is only good 
against an opponent that has a working eye (not 
flipped over). In the case of writing the Attack value 
down at the beginning of the Battle phase, any crea-
tures with a Glow Thing will have an Attack with two 
values. The first should represent the Attack if the op-
ponent has an eye, the second represents the Attack if 
the opponent does not have an eye. (See the Example 
of a Battle) 

Certain Mutate and Battle cards affect Glow Things 
and it is important to only determine the effect if the 
Glow Thing is actually being used on the creature. 

For example, if the Mutate card Leprosy is played (this 
card removes the body part on the creature with the 
highest attack),  you could only choose to remove your 
Glow Thing if it is the highest attack AND there is 
an Eye on an opponent creature (otherwise the Glow 
Thing attack is 0 - excluding a color bonus).

Similarly, if the Battle card Squirt Ink is played 
against a Glow Thing, it will only affect it if it is being 
used in the attack.

Special Body part cards 
Fake Tails
These cards do not  
confer an Attack or  
Defense to the  
creature but allow it  
to evade one attack.  
If the Fake Tail is  
attached to a body  
that is the same  
color, the Fake Tail  
can evade two  
attacks. To show the  
ability to evade two times, once used, turn the card  
around so that it is attached upside-down. When used 
the second time (for color-coordinated body parts) or 
one time (for no color match) the card is removed and 
placed in the Body Part discard pile. 

Attack / defense
   +3 / 0              +1
   +4 / +1           +2    color bonus

Against an 
opponent with 
one or more 
eyes

Against an 
opponent with 
no eye      

The Fake Tail is 
the same color 
as the body so it 
can be used to 
evade two attacks 
instead of just 
one.

Here the Fake 
Tail has already 
been used once to 
evade an attack. 
It is flipped 
around so all can 
see that it can 
only be used one 
more time.

The -3 to Attack will only affect the 
Glow Thing if the Glow Thing has 
attack stats in the battle. 

Color bonus, no Eye on victim 
-1 to Attack

Eye on victim 
-3 to Attack 

No Eye on victim, no color bonus 
No change to Attack



Mutate cards
Cards specific to a certain  
body part 
These cards affect all player’s creatures — even the 
player that plays the card. To show that the cards are 
useless, flip them over so that we do not see the body 
part. The Attack and Defense of the affected cards are 
not added to the creature’s overall Attack and Defense 
for that turn. Flip them back over at the end of the 
Clean Up phase.

Cards that remove body parts 
based on stats
There are two cards that affect body parts based 
on their statistics. These are Plague and Leprosy. 
Both of these cards should take color bonuses into 
account when determining which body part should 
be removed from the creature. 

To show this 
all Spikes on 
all creatures 
are flipped 
over.

Someone 
played a 
Mutate card 
that makes all 
Spikes useless. 

Tactics
When buying a body  
It is often a good idea to make sure that you keep 
at least one Body Part card in your hand. There are 
many Mutate cards that can make you suffer should 
you find yourself without any Body Part cards.

Rearranging an opponent creature’s body parts 
Changing the color-coordination on an opponent’s 
creature can be particularly devastating if they are 
just about to buy that next body. Instead of costing 
three Body Part cards it will now take six!


